
 

 

The Importance of CMDB/ITAM and CMMS Synchronization 
 

Growing Problem and Solution 
As the infrastructure supporting connected health continues to extend and grow in complexity, 

so does the importance of understanding the roles and risks of each asset that enables its 

delivery.  Because we know that IoMT and IoT present a lucrative attack surface; and because we 

know that when compromised the results are costly and highly disruptive to hospital 

operations; HDOs must improve their security and asset management defenses accordingly.   

 

Medigate and ServiceNow® have partnered and integrated their respective capabilities to deliver an 

unprecedented level of clinical network visibility. The underlying data benefits not only breathe new 

life into applications based on Configurations Management Database (CMDB), but they ensure 

that Computerized Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS) and CMDB workflows are 

synchronized for optimal performance. 

 

Example benefits include:  

  

• CMMS- and CMDB-held inventories are made comprehensive and consistent. They are 

finally "connected" to the assets they are designed to manage. The "live" connection to 

assets results in a dynamic, risk-scored inventory that can be trusted as a single system of 

record.    
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• The work orders automatically triggered in each system (i.e., preventative maintenance, 

vulnerability correlations, remediations, etc.) are appropriately assessed and assigned to 

the correct members of staff. In turn, resolutions are updated in each system.   

 

That means:   

• Unauthorized IoT behavior can be accurately detected and managed as incidents 

within ServiceNow’s organic ticketing workflows.  

 

• Device-level and network-based IoMT remediations can be invoked through work orders 

triggered by Medigate and adjudicated in ServiceNow.  

 

Why it Works 
Medigate's skilled use of deep packet inspection (DPI) and continuous data enrichments result in 

a dynamic inventory of all IoMT and IoT devices.  The underlying data and derivative insights are 

delivered in context to ServiceNow. For example, Make, Model, IP Addresses, OS, firmware-levels, 

app versions, serial numbers, status, utilization, security posture and network identifiers, such as 

VLAN assignments are all provided.  

 

Over 100 general and unique attributes per device are accessible by ServiceNow. For example, the 

authorized internal/external connections of each device are mapped and monitored, allowing 

Medigate to alert ServiceNow when deviations from authorized behaviors are detected. Beyond 

detection and alerting, instant vulnerability correlations to potentially impacted assets also happen 

automatically. With real time connections to external threat intelligence resources, common 

vulnerabilities exposures (NIST NVD CVEs) and security advisories (ICS-CERT), Medigate detects, 

alerts, correlates and generates appropriate remediation instructions automatically and feeds all this 

intelligence to ServiceNow.  

 

The integration provides HDOs a comprehensive, centralized view of risks posed by the devices 

connecting to their networks. HDOs gain cross-functional management leverage 

that strengthens already converging preventative maintenance, asset utilization and security 

workflows.  

  

 

 



          

 

 
Medigate’s Dashboard on ServiceNow:  
Gain Granular Visibility into All Medical and IoT Devices Connected to the Network  

 

A dashboard view for all the devices exported to ServiceNow’s CMDB by Medigate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



          

 

A Comprehensive Incident Response System 

ServiceNow automatically reflects a vulnerability detected by Medigate and presents a correlated view 

of all potentially impacted devices. Any/all incidents can be assigned to the correct individual or group 

for appropriate response.  
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